We investigate the structure of EXP and NEXP complete and hard sets under various kinds of reductions. In particular, we are interested in the way in which information that makes the set complete is stored in the set. To address this question for a given hard set A, we construct a sparse set S, and ask whether A ? S is still hard. It turns out that for most of the reductions considered and for an arbitrary given sparseness condition, there is a single subexponential time computable set S that meets this condition, such that A ? S is not hard for any A. Not only is this set S subexponential time computable, but a slight modi cation of the construction can make the complexity of S meet any reasonable superpolynomial function. On the other hand we show that for any polynomial-time computable sparse set S, the set A ? S remains hard. There are other properties than time complexity that make a set`almost' polynomial-time computable. For sparse p-selective sets, we can show the same, A ? S remains hard.
two many-one complete sets. Finally we show a complexity theoretic counterpart to Sacks' splitting theorem, i.e. we show that any manyone complete set for EXP can be split into two incomplete sets.
Introduction
The structure of complete sets under various notions of the reducibility concept is a well-studied subject in structural complexity theory. In AS84b, AS84a, BHT91, BST91, Ber76, BH77, GH89, Har78, Jon75, Kar72, LLS75, Wag86, Wat87] and many other papers results on this subject can be found. Questions like which reducibility notions di er and which are the same on what kind of complete sets, and what kind of subsets can be found in which type of complete sets have been extensively researched. Yet, many open problems remain. On the most interesting complexity class, NP, almost every question is open. Even in surroundings where theorems are more easily proved, like exponential time, many questions remain. For instance, the question whether all (non)deterministic exponential time P m -complete set are p-isomorphic is still a very hard open problem.
In this paper we put another, albeit small, step forward on the dark path. We investigate the question whether, and if so which, harm can be done to exponential time complete sets when taking out or putting in sparse sets. This type of question was studied by Sch oning Sch86] and in TFL93].
In TFL93] , it was shown that for an arbitrary sparseness condition, there exists a single sub-exponential time computable set S such that for any P mcomplete set A, the set A ? S is incomplete. This instable behavior seems to vanish when the set S is sparse and polynomial-time computable, i.e. for any complete set A and sparse polynomial-time computable set S, the set A ? S is still complete. Note here that it is not interesting to look at dense polynomial-time computable sets, because then we could take out and certainly destroy the completeness.
We study this question for complete sets under di erent types of reductions. For conjunctive, disjunctive, and general bounded truth-table complete sets we can derive more or less the same theorems as for many-one complete sets. For Turing reductions the situation seems completely di erent. A problem here is that not much is known about the structure of P T -complete sets for EXP. In particular it is not known whether P T -complete sets are dense. In the|unexpected|case that there exist sparse P T -complete sets, it might be possible to remove the entire set by a polynomial-time com-putable superset. This intuition is made precise in Section 3. Theorems of this kind suggest that the complete sets have regions where they possess information that is \crucial" for their completeness. Our theorems show that this information can be traced in subexponential (superpolynomial) time, but is evasive to polynomial-time. The time complexity of the set indeed seems to be crucial here. Other properties than just computable within a certain time bound have been de ned in an attempt to characterize the`almost feasible' notion. Selman Sel79] introduced p-selective sets as a resource bounded analog of semi-recursive sets introduced by Jockusch Joc68] . Although any (polynomial-time Turing) degree has a p-selective set, p-selective sets are intuitively easy to compute since for any two strings x and y it can be decided in polynomial-time which of the two is more likely to be in the set. We show that (sparse) p-selective sets behave in the same way as do polynomial-time computable sets with respect to the robustness properties we investigate here.
In the second part of the paper we study`redundancy' of complete sets. Can we divide a complete set into two parts that are itself again complete? We show{if this is possible{that the information that makes a set complete was in a way redundantly present. These kind of questions have been studied in recursion theory, where those sets that possess this property are called mitotic. We follow the line of Ambos-Spies AS84a] and prove that P mcomplete sets for EXP indeed are (weakly-p-m-) mitotic.
In the remaining part of the paper we show that there exists a P 3?ttcomplete set that is not weakly-p-m-mitotic. Furthermore, we have a counterpart of Ladner's splitting theorems Lad75], i.e. we construct a set that can be split into two parts that are strictly below the degree of complete sets, but are P m , instead of incomparable.
De nitions and Notations
We assume the reader familiar with standard notions in structural complexity theory, as are de ned e.g. in BDG88]. All kinds of polynomial-time bounded reductions|many-one, (disjunctive and conjunctive) truth table and Turing|are frequently used without explanation. We use the following notations for the (polynomial-time computable versions of the) di erent types of reductions: P m , for many-one reductions, P 1 , for one-one reductions, P k?tt , for k-truth-table reductions, P btt , for bounded truth-table reductions, P tt , for truth -table reductions, P c , for conjunctive truth-table re-ductions, P d , for disjunctive truth-table reductions, P k?d , for k-disjunctive  truth-table reductions , and P T , for Turing reductions. m and T also appear in the paper without the superscript P, to indicate the unbounded version of these reductions.
Various de nitions for these types of reductions can be found in the literature, e.g. in LLS75, BHT91, BST91]. We think of polynomial-time bounded reductions as being modeled by adaptive and non-adaptive oracle machines, and use enumerations fM i g i of these reductions. In the case of many-one reductions, i.e. where the machines are transducers we also use ff i g i to emphasize this fact. Without loss of generality we always assume machine M i in such an enumeration to be time-bounded by n i +i, where n is the length of the input. Usually, we denote the set of strings queried on input x by machine i with oracle A by Q A i (x), or by Q i (x) if M i is non-adaptive. The result of the computation (accept/reject or the value computed) of machine M i on input x (relative to oracle A) is sometimes denoted as M i (x) (M A i (x)), where M i (x) = 0 or 1 means that the computation rejects or accepts respectively.
Sets are denoted by capital letters and are subsets of , where = f0; 1g. The cardinality of a set A is denoted as j jAj j. Strings are denoted as small letters x; y; u; v; : : :. The value of the characteristic function of a set A on a string x is denoted by A (x), i.e. A (x) = 1 if x 2 A and 0 otherwise. We assume easy to compute pairing and projection functions. For strings, the pairing of x 1 ; : : : ; x n is denoted by <x 1 ; : : : ; x n >, and i (y) is the projection of y onto its i th coordinate.
The length of a string x is denoted by jxj. For a set A: for n 2 !, we let the notation A n stand for the set consisting of all strings in A of length n and for a string x, we let A x] stand for the x section of A, i.e. the set f<y; z> : y = x and <y; z> 2 Ag. In this case z may also be <z 1 ; : : : ; z n >, so that we get the set f<y; z 1 ; : : : ; z n > : y = x and <y; z 1 ; : : : ; z n > in Ag.
In order to measure the density of A, we say that A is g(n)-sparse for some nondecreasing function g : ! ! !, if j jA n j j < g(n).
The main complexity classes considered in this paper are P|polynomial time, EXP|exponential time, and NEXP|nondeterministic exponential time. For the latter classes, we allow polynomials to act as exponents in the time bounds, e.g. EXP = S i2! DTIME(2 n i ). For EXP, the set K is the universal complete set. K = f<i; x; l> : M i accepts x in l steps g. Their proof hinges on the fact that for any exponential time computable set B and any exponential time complete set A, there exists a length increasing reduction from B to A. Subsequently, the subexponential time computable set is constructed by chosing a su ciently sparse polynomial time computable subset of f0g , and de ning S as the image of this set varying over all polynomial-time computable functions, i.e. S = f0 b i : jf i (0 b i )j > b i g, where the b i are chosen su ciently far apart.
A closer look at the proof learns that, though the theorem just states that S is subexponential time computable, there are various ways of making S come arbitrarily close to polynomial-time. It therefore seems reasonable to ask, whether we can also chose S to be polynomial-time computable. The answer to this question is negative, as observed in TFL93]. From the P 1 -reduction of K 0 = K to the EXP complete set A, we can easily construct a P m -reduction to A ? S for any polynomial-time computable sparse set S.
In this section we will investigate for di erent types of reductions, which sparse sets can destroy the completeness of a given set, and for which sparse sets completeness is preserved.
Sparse sets that destroy completeness
The set K 0 de ned above is, of course, P m -complete for EXP. In fact it is P d -complete for EXP in a special way. For a given string x either all strings <x; y> are in this set, or all are out depending on x 2 K. Therefore, as long as S is p(n)-sparse, the set K 0 ? S remains P d -complete for EXP. The reduction from K to K 0 on input x just queries the set f<x; y>j0 y p(2n) + 1g. Since all these strings have length 2jxj, at least one of them is not in S and it is in K 0 i x 2 K. This explains why a theorem like \There exists a sparse set S, such that for any P d -complete set A for EXP, the set A ? S is not P d -complete for EXP" cannot exist.
The best we can hope for is a theorem for reductions that can query less strings than j jS n j j for each length n. On the other hand, we want S to remain arbitrarily sparse, so the best bound we can hope for is some xed but arbitrary constant. Such reductions are called bounded truth table reductions, and for these reductions we can obtain the theorem. In fact since the proof method of our theorem is not dependent on the reductions being non-adaptive we can get the theorem for bounded Turing reductions ( bT ).
Theorem 1 Given a recursively computable non-decreasing function g with lim n7 !1 g(n) = 1, and a function f that is superpolynomial, subexponential, and time-constructible. There exists a g(n)-sparse O(f(n))-time computable set S, such that for any P btt -complete set A for EXP, the set A ? S is no longer P btt -complete. Corollary 2 Given a recursively computable non-decreasing function g(n)
with lim n7 !1 g(n) = 1. There exists a g(n)-sparse subexponential time computable set S such that for any P c -complete set A for EXP the set A ? S is no longer P c -complete.
Conjunctive truth table reducibilities form an exception in yet another way. For these reductions we can even let the set A be EXP-hard instead of EXP-complete. We use the fact that for conjunctive truth table reductions (or for any truth table reduction that computes a xed type of truth table on any input) we can get a kind of 1-1 behavior for the query sets. A similar result for P m -hard sets that uses the fact that these sets are also hard under P 1 -reductions appears in TFL93]. We can force the query sets belonging to two distinct inputs not to be subsets of one another.
Lemma 3 If A is P c hard for EXP, then for any set B in EXP there exists a P c -reduction M j such that Q j (x) 6 Q j (y), whenever x 6 = y. Proof. Let fM i g i be an enumeration of P c -reductions We construct a set W as follows. On input <i; x> compute Q i (<i; x>). If there is a y < x such that either Q i (<i; x>) Q i (<i; y>) or Q i (<i; y>) Q i (<i; x>) then let <i; x> 2 W i <i; y> 6 2 W else let <i; x> 2 W i x 2 B.
It is easy to see that W is in EXP, so there exists a P c reduction from W to A, say M j . For this reduction it follows that if x 6 = y then Q j (<j; x>) 6 Q j (<j; y>). Hence M 0 (x) = M j (<j; x>) computes a P c reduction with the required property.
2 From this lemma we get:
Theorem 4 Given a recursively computable non-decreasing function g(n)
with lim n7 !1 g(n) = 1. There exists a g(n)-sparse set S in EXP such that for any P c -hard set A for EXP the set A ? S is no longer P c -hard.
Proof. Again, we let the numbers b i be su ciently far apart to guarantee sparseness of S if we put one string in S for each b i , and such that 0 b i is again easy to recognize. A?S is not P c -complete, since if it were, then one of the P c -reductions of 0 would behave as predicted by Lemma 3. However this reduction, Corollary 5 Given a recursively computable non-decreasing function g(n)
with lim n7 !1 g(n) = 1. There exists a g(n)-sparse subexponential time computable set S such that for any P d -complete set A for EXP the set A S is no longer P d -complete. and Corollary 6 Given a recursively computable non-decreasing function g(n)
with lim n7 !1 g(n) = 1. There exists a g(n)-sparse set S in EXP such that for any P d -hard set A for EXP the set A S is no longer P d -hard.
Proof. If K P c A via M i then:
. Along the same lines: If A is P d -hard then A is P c -hard. So A is P d -complete (hard) i A is P c -complete (hard) for EXP. But if A is P c -complete (hard) then there exists a g(n) sparse subexponential (exponential) time computable set S such that A ? S is no longer P c complete (hard), and then A S is no longer P d -complete (hard). 2
Polynomial time is the cut-o point
As in the case of P m -reductions in the case of complete sets, we can let the time complexity of the set S in the previous subsection come arbitrarily close to polynomial-time, and as in the case of P m -reductions, polynomial-time computability is exactly the cut-o point.
Theorem 7 For any set A that is P c -hard for EXP and any p(n)-sparse polynomial-time computable set S, the set A?S remains P c -hard for EXP.
Proof. We construct an EXP computable set W consisting of pairs <i; x> such that there exists an i for which K reduces P m to W i] , and W i] reduces P c to A?S. Then A?S is P c -hard. As before, fM i g i is an enumeration of polynomial-time P c -reductions. Assume that for some xed s, membership in S is computable in time n s +s. W is constructed according to the following rules:
If z > p(j<i; x; z>j i +i)+1 or jxj i +i > 2 jxj or jxj s +s > 2 jxj then <i; x; z> 6 2 W. For <i; x; z> with 0 z p(j<i; x; z>j i + i) + 1, compute the union of the query sets for smaller inputs: U(i; x; z) = S z 0 <z (Q i (<i; x; z 0 >) \ S). If Q i (<i; x; z>) \ S U(i; x; z) then <i; x; z> 2 W. If Q i (<i; x; z>) \ S U(i; x; z) then <i; x; z> 2 W i x 2 K. First, W is exponential time computable since membership in a queryset or in S needs only be computed if su cient time is available. Hence one of the machines, say M w is a polynomial-time P c -reduction from W to A. Next there is a P c -reduction from W w] = f<y; x; z>jy = w and <y; x; z> 2 Wg to A ? S.
Proof. The reduction works as follows. On input <w; x; z> reject if z > p(j<i; x; z>j w +w)+1 or if jxj i +i > 2 jxj or if jxj i +i > 2 jxj . Otherwise compute U(w; x; z) and Q w (<w; x; z>) \ S. If (Q w (<w; x; z>) \ S)6 U(w; x; z) then accept, otherwise accept only if Q w (<w; x; z>) ? S A ? S.
2 Note that the construction of W allows for Q w (<w; x; z>) ? S to be empty, which means that Q w (<x; w; z>) U(w; x; z) A. Since and let f(x) = <i; x; z>. 2 2 In the proof of this theorem we actually showed the existence of a special set W and a reduction of W to the set A?S that avoids queries about strings in S. By the de nition of W we force that queries about strings in S must get a positive answer, and hence if the same queries are asked on larger inputs then the answer to those queries is already known and we can let membership in W of such a larger input depend only on queries outside S. It is not very di cult now to de ne a set W that forces a reduction from W to A to consider queries about S as negatively answered and so the same strategy yields: Theorem 8 For any set A that is P d -hard for EXP and any p(n)-sparse polynomial-time computable set S, the set A?S remains P d -hard for EXP.
Proof. We now build the set W according to the rules: On input <i; x; z> with x and z within the same boundaries as in the previous proof, we again compute the union of the query sets U(i; x; z) = S z 0 <z (Q i (<i; x; z 0 >) \ S). But now, if (Q i (<i; x; z>) \ S) U(i; x; z) then <i; x; z> 2 W i x 2 K else <i; x; z>6 2W. We thus obtain a P d -reduction from K to A ? S along the same lines.
2 The next logical step would be to prove that the same statement holds for P btt -reductions. This however seems to require more involved techniques. As things stand, we only have a proof for P 2?tt -reductions and it is rather lengthy.
Theorem 9 Let A be P 2?tt -hard for EXP and S a polynomial time computable p(n)-sparse set. The set A ? S is still P 2?tt -hard for EXP.
Proof. Again, we construct an exponential time computable set W. Let fM i g i be an enumeration of all P 2?tt -reductions. This time, we have the following goal in mind for the reduction M w from W to A. For some xed polynomial q depending only on p we want for each x that there exists a pair of strings (<w; x; z>; <w; x; z 0 >) for 0 z q(n) + 1 such that j jQ w (w; x; z) \ Sj j + j jQ w (w; x; z 0 ) \ Sj j < 2. That is, either for one of the sets both queried strings are outside S, or they have at most one (common) string in S. Then, we will construct W such that one of the two strings <w; x; z>, <w; x; z 0 > is in W i x 2 K and its membership in W can be decided on the basis of two strings in (Q w (<w; x; z>) Q w (<w; x; z 0 >))?S.
So A ? S remains P 2?tt -hard. Consider the i th reduction M i , and a string x. For z an integer less than or equal to 2 ? p(j<i;x;z>j i +i) 2 +p(j<i; x; z>j i +i)+1, we will decide whether to put strings of the form <i; x; z> in or out of W. All other strings are not element of W. Without loss of generality we assume that the strings <i; x; z> are of the same length for all z considered. To make W exponential time computable we shall let strings <i; x; z> not be member of W if either jxj i + i > 2 jxj (i.e. exponential time is not su cient to recompute the query set(s)) or jxj s + 2 > 2 jxj (i.e. exponential time is not su cient to compute membership in S). We will silently assume that in these|for xed i and s nitely many|cases, table lookup is used to nalize the de nition of the reduction(s).
We treat three di erent cases according to j jQ i (<i; x; z>) \ Sj j.
First, for any of the z considered: If Q i (<i; x; z>) \ S = ; then <i; x; z> 2 W i x 2 K.
Next, we make sure that the number of strings for which both queried strings are in S, i.e. Q w (<w; x; z>) S, is limited. di erent z for which Q w (<w; x; z>) S. The nal and most elaborate task is to de ne membership of <i; x; z> for z such that j jQ i (<i; x; z>) \ Sj j = 1. We observe that if z 1 < z 2 < z 3 < : : : < z k is a sequence such that j jQ i (<i; x; z j >) \ Sj j = 1 and Q i (<i; x; z j >) \ S 6 = Q i (<i; x; z j 0 >) T S for all j 6 = j 0 then k p(j<i; x; z>j i + i).
So let <i; x; z> be such that j jQ i (<i; x; z> \ Sj j = 1. There are two cases:
case a:(8z 0 < z) Q i (<i; x; z>) \ S 6 = Q i (<i; x; z 0 >) \ S] Let Q i (<i; x; z>) = fy 1 ; y 2 g and let = ( A (y 1 ); A (y 2 )) or = ( (y 1 )) be the truth table generated. We evaluate for all ( 4) di erent pairs of values ( A (y 1 ); A (y 2 )) and act di erently depending on the outcome of these evaluations.
There are at most sixteen possible truth tables corresponding to the following four cases. From the fact that there exists a tally set T that is hard for EXP we get a truth-table reduction, say by machine M i from K to T. Now x n and consider all strings of length n. W.l.o.g. we may assume that M i queries on input x of length n, always the same strings to T, namely y 1 ; : : : ; y n i, where y i = 0 i . The idea is to nd the minimal (in some way) setting of the y j 's in T such that x 2 K i M i (x) accepts with this setting. Let x j indicate the j th string of length n in lexicographic order. Let P j = f<a 1 ; : : : ; a n i> :
(M i (x j ) accepts i x j 2 K) and T (y i ) = a i g. ( the answer to query y i = a i )g. P j codes exactly those tally sets T 0 that, when used as oracle for M i (x j ) let M i compute the correct answer for x j 2 K. Note here that j jP j j j 2 n i for 0 j < 2 n . Set P 0 = T 2 n i=1 P i and let p i be the i th projection of the tuple y, where y is the minimal y 2 P 0 . Put 0 <n;i> in T 0 i p i = 1. Obviously T 0 is tally and from the construction it is clear that T 0 is computable in exponential time. From the fact that T exists we get that T 0 exists and that K P tt T 0 2 
Close to polynomial-time computability
In the previous two subsections we found that for arbitrary sparseness conditions and arbitrary superpolynomial-time functions sparse sets can be constructed that destroy the exponential time hardness of a set. However if membership in the sparse set is polynomial-time computable then, in most cases, a polynomial-time reduction that avoids queries in the sparse set can be constructed from the original reduction to the hard set. Sel79] every (polynomial-time) Turing degree has a p-selective set, p-selective sets are in some sense close to P. Given a pair of strings, the p-selector of the set can, in polynomial-time, decide which of the two is`more likely' to be in the set. In this section we investigate whether p-selectivity can replace polynomial-time computability in the theorems of the previous subsections. As it turns out, p-selectivity can indeed be substituted for polynomial-time computability in all cases that appear. Before we start matching polynomial-time computability and p-selectivity, let us start with quoting a useful property of p-selective sets that is either implicitly or explicitly used in many papers on p-selective sets.
Lemma 13 Let B be a p-selective set and V a nite set. The pselector for B induces a total quasi order f such that V = fz 1 ; z 2 ; : : : ; z n g, where z i+1 z i and such that z i 2 B ! z i+1 2 B. Moreover, this sequence can be found in time polynomial in j jV j j maxfjxj : x 2 V g Proof. We prove this by induction. The base case is trivial. For any two strings x i and x j in V , either x i f x j or x j f x i or both, and in time polynomial in j jV j j maxfjx i j; jx j jg we can decide which of the three cases hold. Now we play a knock-out tournament among the n strings, where we say that x beats y if x f y. (If x f y is established, then y f x is not examined, so a draw may end in an arbitrary winner, which is o.k., since in that case x 2 B i y 2 B.) Let x 0 be the winner of the tournament. If x 0 2 B, then x i 2 B for all i, and if there is an i such that x i 6 2 B, then x 0 6 2 B. By induction hypothesis, the set of n ? 1 strings V ? fx 0 g can be ordered into a chain fx 1 ; : : : ; x n?1 g, such that x i f x i+1 . Then x 0 f x 1 f : : : f x n?1 is the chain searched for. 2
Let PSEL stand for the class of all p-selective sets. Though PSEL has a nonempty intersection with every (polynomial-time) Turing degree, and therefore contains highly non-computable sets, one can easily see that EXP has non-p-selective sets. Maybe less trivial, the class EXP has PSELimmune sets as well as P-immune sets, as we show rst.
Theorem 14 There is a PSEL immune set in EXP Proof. Let ff i g i be an enumeration of all polynomial time computable selector functions. We construct a set A in exponential time that is in nite, yet has no in nite subset in PSEL. The set A is constructed in stages. At stage n we de ne the strings in A of length n. We start at stage 0 with A = ;.
stage n:
Let m be the largest integer n such that n m +m < 2 n . Without loss of generality we assume that f i (x; y) can be computed in time n m + m for any pair of strings x; y of length n and any i m. Sort the 2 n strings x 1 ; : : : ; x 2 n according to the rst m selector functions. Obtaining an ordered set x i 1 ; : : : ; x i 2 n for selector function f i such that for any set B with f i as it's selector it holds that x i j+1 2 B ! x i j 2 B. Now put in A all strings of length n except x i 1 for i = 1; : : : m end of stage n As 2 n > n m, at least one string is put into A at each stage, hence j jAj j = 1. On the other hand if B is a p-selective set, that has f j as its selector function, and strings of length j then for such a string x, there is a string y in B with jxj = jyj and y 6 2 A by construction. 2 P-selective sets of arbitrary sparseness can be constructed. In fact, it is much easier to construct a sparse p-selective set than to construct a dense p-selective set. For sparse p-selective sets instead of sparse polynomial-time computable sets, our theorems all go through. The reason for this is that although we cannot compute which strings are in the p-selective set, we can compute which strings are certainly not. Suppose we know that S contains k strings of a certain length. If we are given k + 1 strings then we know by Lemma 13 that one of these strings has the property that if it is in S then all of the other strings are also in S. We conclude that this string cannot be in S. We use this property to prove the theorems for p-selective sets. The proofs of the following theorems run along the same lines as the proofs of the corresponding theorems in the previous sections. In each of the cases we construct a set W from which the reduction from K to A?S is reconstructed. We diagonalize (if necessary) against reductions that produce the same query set on too many di erent inputs of the form <i; x; z>. So for enough di erent inputs of the form <i; x; z> we produce a set of queried strings that is more dense than S. By chain-ordering these queries, we nd which strings must certainly lie outside S. These strings are then used to code K into W.
Theorem 15 For any set A that is P c -hard for EXP and any p(n)-sparse p-selective set S, the set A ? S remains P c -hard for EXP.
Proof. Let f be a p-selector for S. Let`(i; x; z) = p(j<i; x; z>j i + i) be the maximal number of strings that can be in S up to the maximal length of strings that can be queried by machine M i on input <i; x; z>. We construct set an exponential time computable set W consisting of strings of the form <i; x; z>.
As before, we take care that membership of <i; x; z> in W is computable in time O(2 j<i;x;z>j ) by deciding a priori that <i; x; z> can only enter W if time 2 j<i;x;z>j is su cient to compute Q i (<i; x; z>) for z = 1; : : : ;`(i; x; z), to compute f(x; y) for all the pairs of queries in the union of these querysets, and to do a polynomial (depending on i, x and z) amount of processing on the side. For xed i, this may mean for a nite number of x that <i; x; z> 6 2 W for any z.
Let U(i; x) = S z `(i;x;z)+1 Q i (<i; x; z>) = fu 1 ; u 2 ; : : : ; u m+1 g. Without loss of generality, assume that U(i; x) 6 = ;. Otherwise Otherwise, we compute the least z with Q w (<w; x; z 0 >)\fu 1 ; : : : ; u`( i;x;z) g S z 0 6 =z^z `(i;x;z) Q(w; x; z), and let f(x) = <w; x; z>. 2 For more or less the same reasons as in the previous subsection the following theorem also holds Theorem 16 For any set A that is P d -hard for EXP and any p(n)-sparse p-selective set S, the set A ? S remains P d -hard for EXP.
Finally the construction for two-truth-table complete sets can be carried through for p-selective sets.
Theorem 17 Let A be P 2?tt -hard for EXP and S a p-selective p(n)-sparse set. The set A ? S is still P 2?tt -hard for EXP.
Proof. (Sketch) We construct the set W analogously to the proof of Theorem 9. We will not repeat the entire proof, but only highlight the important parts. Let f be the p-selector for S. W consists of strings <i; x; z>. Where <i; x; z> 6 2 W for those x where time 2 j<i;x;z>j is insu cient to compute Q(<i; x; z>) for z = 1; : : : ; 2 ? p(j<i;x;z>j i +i) 2 + p(j<i; x; z>j i + i) + 1 plus the time needed to sort these strings with the selector f.
For other strings <i; x; z>, we compute the sets Q(<i; x; z>) if z 2 f1; : : : ; 2 ? p(j<i;x;z>j i +i) 2 +p(j<i; x; z>j i +i)+1g, and we de ne <i; x; z> 6 2 W, for all other z. Let fu 1 ; : : : ; u m+1 g be the union of these query-sets, again such that u i+1 2 S ! u i 2 S for i = 1; : : : m. We assume that this union is non-empty. Otherwise, we diagonalize against machine M i . Suppose that Q i (<i; x; z>) = fu k(z) ; u`( z) g. Now there are three possible cases:
1. There is a z s.t. k(z) > p(j<i; x; z>j i +i)) and`(z) > p(j<i; x; z>j i +i).
In this case, we let fi; x; z 0 g 2 W i x 2 K for z 0 the least such z. For all other z we de ne fi; x; zg 6 2 W.
2. There are three strings <i; x; w> that produce the same set of queries fu 1 ; : : : ; u p(j<i;x;z>j i +i) g. In this case, we diagonalize against M i in exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 9.
3. There are two strings <i; x; z> and <i; x; z 0 > with z 6 = z 0 such that there is a string u k(z) with k(z) p(j<i; x; z>j i +i) and Q i (<i; x; z>)\ Q i (<i; x; z 0 >) = fu k(z) g Furthermore, both`(z) > p(j<i; x; z>j i + i) and`(z 0 ) > p(j<i; x; z>j i + i). In this case (assume that z 0 is the smaller one of the two), we follow the steps of the proof of Theorem 9 either xing membership in A for u k(z 0 ) or making membership in A of u k(z 0 ) and u`( z 0 ) equivalent, or diagonalizing against M i if this is possible. We let <i; x; z> 2 W i x 2 K.
Since W is exponential-time computable there is some P 2?tt reduction of W to A and from this reduction and the construction rules for W we construct a reduction that queries only strings outside S, i.e. strings in fu p(j<i;x;z>j i +i)+1 ; : : : ; u m+1 g.
The reduction from K to W w] on input x recomputes a polynomial, depending only on w and p, number of strings of W w] . and nds the rst z such that <w; x; z> 2 W $ x 2 K. f(x) = <w; x; z> for this z. When using this de nition, the problem of reducing A 1 to A is settled for the Turing case. Namely, x is in A 1 i x is in B and x is in A. A disadvantage of this de nition however is that the requirement that the splitting has to be polynomial-time computable seems too strong. In order to capture this feeling, we also want to look at the de nition discussed above. Note here also that since our main interest is in complete sets, we will not have the trouble that A 0 (or A One of the questions that arise is, are P m -complete sets for EXP (weakly) p-m mitotic? In order to answer this question, we rst take a look at the r.e. complete sets. There it is known, due to Myhill, that the mcomplete sets are all isomorphic. Now using the fact that K, the standard r.e. m -complete set, is m-mitotic and that this property is preserved under isomorphisms, it follows that all m -complete sets are m-mitotic. Unfortunately it is not known whether the P m -complete sets for EXP are p-isomorphic, but it is known that they are all 1-1, length increasing equivalent Ber77, GH89, Wat87] . This now is su cient to prove that they are weakly-p-m-mitotic.
Theorem 21 All P m -complete sets for EXP are weakly-p-m-mitotic.
Proof. Let A be a P m -complete set for EXP. Let 2 For EXP, the 1-1 length increasing property seems to be enough to get weak p-m-mitoticity. For NEXP the situation is somewhat di erent, because we do not know whether we have the length increasing property for complete sets. We do however have the 1-1 property and the fact that the reductions are not more than exponential length decreasing, i.e. 2 jf(x)j > jxj.
(The precise term here is`exponentially honest ' GH89] .) The main problem however is that when applying the same proof as above, the set di erence used to de ne A 1 = A ? A 0 is not known to be in NEXP, because it is not known whether NEXP is closed under complementation (and thus under set di erence). We can prove something that at a rst glance looks hopeful in order to prove weakly-p-m-mitoticity for NEXP-complete sets.
Theorem 22 Every P m -complete set A for NEXP can be split into innitely many disjoint subsets A 1 ; A 2 : : : such that 2 Although this looks hopeful, the following example shows that the innite version of mitoticity can be independent of mitoticity. Ladner Lad73] showed the existence of non-mitotic sets. Together with the following observation this yields the somewhat bizarre existence of a set that cannot be split into two parts, but can be split in in nitely many parts of the same complexity.
Observation 23 every r.e. set A can be split into in nitely many disjoint r.e. subsets A 1 ; A 2 ; : : : of A such that they remain in the same Turing degree as A. enumeration of exponential time machines that run in time 2 n i + i, and let ff j g j be an enumeration of polynomial-time many one reductions.
To construct A, we have requirements for all n = <i; j;
We introduce a function b to have a set of strings to diagonalize over. be either in A 0 or in A 1 , but if it is in either one then the corresponding reduction fails since it's image is not in A (and therefore certainly not in the other part of A). In these cases we diagonalize directly against the manyone reductions. In the other cases we are forced to leave y 1 and y 0 in A in order not to destroy the the work done at previous stages. But in these cases we are able to compute in exponential time the splittings we want to diagonalize against. We will show the correctness of Case 3(c)iii in the construction. The other cases have a similar proof. In this case, both y 0 and y 1 are xed and in A. By putting 0 b(n) in A, we force y 0 and y 1 for any possible correct splitting both to be in either in A 0 or A 1 . Yet, the machines M k and M`witness that y 0 and y 1 are in A 0 and A 1 respectively. On the other hand by leaving 0 b(n) out of A, y 1 has to be in A i and and y1 in A 1?i (i = 0; 1). Since one of the machines rejects in this case, the other machine has to witness that y 0 and y 1 are both in A 0 or both in A 1 . If, for instance M k witnesses that both strings are in A 0 , then, since 0 b(n) 6 2 A 1 reduction f j fails to be a reduction from A 1 to A 0 . 2 The next logical step would be to prove this result for Turing complete sets. We are not yet able to do this but suspect that there exist Turing complete sets that are not weakly-p-T-mitotic.
Another line of splittings in recursion theory is the existence of a splitting of an r.e. set A in A 0 and A 1 that are incomparable. Examples of this are the splitting theorem of Sacks Sac63] and the time bounded versions by Ladner Lad75] . The next theorem is in a way a counterpart to this.
In the original splittings one gets the following structure: A 0 and A 1 are Turing (or many one) incomparable but do reduce to A, thus achieving that A does not reduce to A 0 or A 1 . I.e. A 0 and A 1 are strictly below A. In the next theorem the sets A 0 and A 1 are strictly below A, but are in the same many one degree. Seen in another light, this theorem can be seen as a generalization of the fact that there exists P Proof. Let A be P m -complete and K be the standard P m -complete set. Since the P m -complete sets for EXP are 1-1 length increasing equivalent, we can construct the following length increasing 1-1 function h from A to A. Let f be the 1-1, l.i. reduction from A to K and g the one from K to A. Let h(x) = f(g(x)). We say that x is a root if h ?1 (x) is unde ned and x is on a chain if h ?1 (x) is de ned.
One possible way to construct A 0 and A 1 is as follows (the real construction follows later): A 0 = fx j x 2 A and x is a root g S fx j x 2 A and x is on a chain and h i (x r ) = x and x r is a root and i is even g and A 1 = fx j x 2 A and x is on a chain and h i (x r ) = x and x r is a root and i is odd g 
